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• Editor’s pick

An instant FAVE for those teaching in
further, adult and vocational education

Why pulling the ‘levers of power’
seldom has the desired results in FE

Excerpt: Reflective Teaching in Further, Adult and Vocational Education

Excerpt: The Coming of Age for FE?

Reflective activity 6.3, p138

chapter 8, p142

Keep a diary of critical classroom events, observations and personal feelings, particularly
regarding the behaviour of a range of students with different attitudes to learning. Review
your diary some weeks later. This will trigger a personal recall of events and feelings and
enable you to construct a meaningful (and evidence-informed) story of how classroom
relationships developed.
Did your students’ behaviour remain within the bounds of the working consensus that you
had previously established with them? Or were some students acting beyond these limits
so that they actually challenged your authority? What helped them to become more settled?
Can you relate these patterns to the things that you did, or felt?

Reflective Teaching
in Further, Adult and
Vocational Education
(4th edition)
By Margaret Gregson,
Yvonne Hillier, Gert Biesta
et al
Bloomsbury Academic:
paperback
978-1-7809-3792-2
Over the past month I have
had the pleasure of reading
this fantastic book which has
brought a whole new way of
reflecting on my teaching.
The last time I reflected
fully on my lessons was in
my training year, the only way
I can fit reflecting into my
full-time teacher and full-time
mother role is on the car
journey home.
This book has inspired
me to look at my teaching

• Other new

publications
Remembered Thinking
– On further education
and learning
Edited by Paul Stanistreet
Further Education Trust
for Leadership
The recent history of further
education and training is
littered with so many policy
papers and official reports that
the ever-busy FE sector has
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in a different way: reflecting
on my own practice and
furthering my own continuing
professional development.
When you have been
teaching a number of years
you can sometimes forget
the reasons you came into
teaching, this book helped to
bring my reasons back into
sharp focus.
The book starts with case
studies exploring the reasons
people became teachers and
I found them tremendously
insightful. They got me asking
my colleagues why they came
into teaching – everyone has
a story worth telling.
Throughout the book there
are activities that help you to
reflect. I enjoyed completing
them as it brought new
meaning to my own teaching
and it has made me a more
holistic teacher.

The book allows you to
dip in and out. It can be used
as a powerful reference
book and is full of current
thinking, research, policy and
practice that I shared with
colleagues. It’s also packed
full of useful links.
As a tutor in further, adult
and vocational education
(FAVE), a large proportion of
reflective books are based on
either primary or secondary
education, so it was a
breath of fresh air to have
one based within the FAVE
industry. It offered real insight
into the world of further
education and the sometimes
challenging behaviour that
we face as teachers.
The section on creating
conditions for learning was
a revelation for my own
teaching and it allowed me
to build on my relationships

with my students all of
which has had a positive
effect on my teaching.
The book is part of
Bloomsbury’s Reflective
Teaching series and there
is a companion volume
Readings for Reflective
Teaching in Further, Adult and
Vocational Education as well
as a link to the website www.
reflectiveteaching.co.uk
offering resources.

barely had the time to read
let alone act upon them.
This booklet provides a
fascinating and timely look
back at a handful of landmark
reports on FE including
Helena Kennedy’s 1997 report
Learning Works; the 1998
green paper The Learning Age
and the 2011 report from the
Commission on Colleges in
their Communities.
Excerpts from each of
the featured reports are
followed by responses from

commentators reflecting on
the reports’ legacies and
what needs to be done to
realise fully their ambitions.
A thought-provoking exercise.
If you are interested in a copy
of this booklet please email
enquiries@fetl.org.uk

comfortable reading but
there’s no denying Phil Beadle
has a way with words.
With chapter titles like ‘Wellmeaning idiots telling kids
that spelling isn’t important’,
Beadle’s approach is to
challenge teachers to
examine their own knowledge
base and practices when it
comes to teaching literacy.
And, if some of us begin
to feel a tad inadequate in
terms of our own literacy
levels, Beadle rides to the

How to Teach Literacy
By Phil Beadle
Independent Thinking Press
(Crown House Publishing):
paperback 978-1-7813-5128-4
It might not make for

Danielle Vipond is course
tutor in business and finance
at Oldham College

Reader offer
A discount of 20 per cent
is available to members
when ordering from
www.bloomsbury.com
using code FAVE20. Offer
valid until 30 June, 2015.

The way in which policy levers have been used in FE has proved to be an effective method
of ensuring compliance with government instructions and of delivering a rapid response
to changes in policy. The outcomes for users of FE, however, have seldom been as
planned or expected and occasionally were resoundingly negative. Furthermore, one clear
consequence of a nationally managed system is that when problems emerge they are
usually widespread. Ubiquity of problems leads, in a perverse way, to greater pressure for
central intervention and an ever-repeating cycle.

The Coming of Age for
FE? Reflections on the
past and future role
of further education
colleges in the UK
Edited by Ann Hodgson
IoE Press: paperback
978-1-7827-7123-4
This a collection of extended
essays by some of the most
experienced and thoughtful
commentators on English
further education.
It shows just how complex,
dynamic and turbulent the
sector has been since the
incorporation of colleges in
1993. The book provides a
well-documented resource
for anyone who wishes to
comprehend the dilemmas
of trying to build an FE
system adequate to meet the
education and training needs
of millions of English citizens.
The chapter that captures

rescue with helpful solutions
chapters. Beadle is an
arch-communicator whose
linguistic dexterity means this
book isn’t just informative but
pretty good fun too.

Reader offer
Readers can claim a 20 per
cent discount on this title
and when ordering from
www.crownhouse.co.uk.
Please use the discount code
Twenty. The offer is valid until
31 July, 2015.

the perennial turbulence of
the sector, ‘Levers of power’,
is meticulously evidenced,
clearly articulated and
concludes that, while England’s
nationally planned FE system
may be highly responsive to
policy change, the outcomes
for learners are not always
planned and are sometimes
resoundingly negative.
Successive initiatives have
attempted to give freedom
and autonomy to colleges by
paradoxically imposing central
command and control.
Even before incorporation
in 1993 – the starting point
for these essays – the deVille
report of 1985 proposed a
clearing of the “jungle” of
further education. Since then
successive governments have
hacked away at the jungle,
overlooking the fact that its
denizens know their way about.
And the end result of
decades of hacking? The

criticisms of our vocational
education system are about
the same as they were before.
There are gaps in the
analysis. For example,
although employers spend
more money on private
training providers than in
general FE colleges, there
is almost no attention to the
growth, ownership, culture and
practice of private trainers.
As the final chapter on the
future of FE in England shows,
turbulence has not ended and
so it is right that the title ends
in a question mark. Whatever
coming of age may mean, GFEs
are far from grown up yet.
This chapter looks to
what the future may hold
and proposes a radical rethinking and re-organisation
of English FE along the lines
of the Scottish system. That
most insightful commentator
on English FE, the Berkeley
professor Norton Grubb (sadly,

who died this year) wrote that
American community colleges
are honoured but invisible and
thought that the same is true
of English FEC. He observed
that continual government
interference in English FE is
based on ‘vulgar pragmatism’
and political expedience
rather than thoughtful reform
proposed by reports such
as Tomlinson.

Learning with ‘e’s.
Educational theory
and practice in the
digital age

University of Plymouth,
explores the importance of
harnessing the power of new
technology and technologyinfluenced behaviours for
the benefit of teaching and
learning – a subject that will
resonate with teachers and
trainers across education
and training. The book is
challenging and ambitious
in its depth and breadth,
yet Wheeler’s easy-going
and clear style renders what
might be arcane subject

matter for many teachers
eminently accessible and
practicable. Overall, this
is a well-researched,
informative and inspiring
read for all teachers.

Generated by Steve
Wheeler. Crown House
Publishing: paperback
978-1-8459-0939-0
This is arguably a book that
needs its sub-title to avoid
any misunderstandings,
but the subject matter is
absolutely of the moment.
The author, Steve Wheeler,
who is based at the

Dr Joe Harkin was reader
in education – and remains
a fellow – at Oxford Brookes
University

Reader offer
A discount of 20 per cent
is available to members
when ordering from
HODGSON20 when
ordering from
http://ioepress.co.uk
Valid until July 3, 2015.

Reader offer
Readers can claim a
20 per cent discount on
this title when ordering from
www.crownhouse.co.uk.
Please use the discount
code Twenty. The offer is
valid until 31 July, 2015.
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